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Setting Expectations

Keep it casual

Feel free to interrupt/ ask questions/tweet at us

You should learn something

We’ll share these slides after the presentation
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What about you? 
Why did you choose this session? 

What are you hoping to learn?
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Agenda

1. Intros & About Us 

2. A Look Back & Outcome 

3. Six Audience-Driven Decisions 

4. Recap 

5. Q & A 
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> Part-time, graduate division within the Whiting School of Engineering 
> One of the largest continuing education schools for engineering in the US 
> High-caliber education geared toward working professionals 
> Provides access to an outstanding network of established professionals 
> Degree from Johns Hopkins University Whiting School of Education 
> Students take courses in-person, online or hybrid 
> 20 different degree programs, 23 Masters certificates 
> 90% of students work full-time

About Johns Hopkins Engineering for Professionals



About VisionPoint Marketing
> Full-service integrated marketing agency for higher ed 
> Serve: Large & Small; Public & Private; Grad, Post-Grad, Undergrad, CC 
> UC Santa Barbara, Virginia Tech, Ball State, University of Maryland, etc. 
> Speak nationally & regionally on HE marketing at AMA, eduWeb, NAGAP, etc. 
> Focus on what’s right for our clients (no ‘one size fits all’ approach) 
> Located in Raleigh, NC with team of 17 



…a look back
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ep.jhu.edu
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http://ep.jhu.edu


images of the old site 









Choosing a partner



What we looked for in an external partner
> Deep experience in higher ed (Why is it important that they ‘get’ 

higher ed?) 
> Understanding of industry best practices (no templates) 
> Ability to cross-manage a number of teams and various moving 

parts (marketing, software development, web) 
> Ability to be a true partner 
> Ability to build consensus 
> Being completely transparent 
> Ability to make the right thing happen even in the face of politics 

and ‘ignorance’ (ability to play the bad guy when needed) 
> People who our team ‘clicks’ with (friendly, good listeners, etc)



Outcome



screenshot of old home 
again













…anyone can make a  
better looking website…



“Understanding your audience is

the most basic principle
of MARKETING”
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Tweetable moment!  



Professional engineers & 
scientists who know they need 
a graduate degree or certificate 

from a top school but  
cannot afford to interrupt their 

careers to get it.







Meet Barry
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Personas
University of California  Santa Barbara  

Elizabeth
The Economics Major

B.S. in Economics from the University of Southern California
Los Angeles, Calif.
Age 22
Single

Personal Profile
While Elizabeth chose economics as her major at the University of Southern California, her faculty advisors insist she could have been 
a 4.0 student in any field of her choice. Smart, driven, and exceptionally talented, Elizabeth discovered her interest in engineering 
when, as a junior, she entered an entrepreneurial competition hosted by USC’s Viterbi School of Engineering. Having never worked 
with engineers or technologists, Elizabeth recruited an interdisciplinary team of young engineering, science and business students in 
developing a business plan for a new clinical technology venture, a project that won them the competition’s top prize and helped two 
of her team members land their first jobs out of school.

Now a senior at USC, Elizabeth has landed a competitive internship at Hatch Mott MacDonald, a civil engineering company in Los 
Angeles. Her supervisors are impressed with her talent and potential, especially since the quality of her work is already outstripping 
that of several of the company’s entry-level engineers. All signs indicate that she has a bright future. For her part, Elizabeth expects 
to climb the ladder quickly into a lucrative management role, and she knows that earning a graduate degree as soon as possible will 
catapult her more quickly toward that goal.

Elizabeth is aware of UCSB’s stellar College of Engineering, though she has not yet heard of the MTM program. She has always 
expected that she’d eventually earn a master’s degree, but the opportunity to move straight from college into an intensive master’s 
program that would hone her management skills and set her apart in the job market would be quite compelling.

Barry
The Biomedical Engineer

B.S. in Biomedical Engineering from University of California, San Diego
Los Angeles, Calif.
Senior Field Service Engineer at Malvern Instruments, Inc.
Age 37
Married

Personal Profile
When Barry graduated from UC San Diego with his B.S. in Biomedical Engineering, he was thrilled to land a position as a field service 
technician with a biomedical technology company in Los Angeles, Malvern Instruments. His five year plan was to gain some valuable 
work experience, return to graduate school for his M.E.M., and build a career in engineering management. Shortly after graduating, 
though, he and his new wife Cindy got pregnant with their first child, and Barry’s priorities shifted toward paying the bills and 
providing for his growing family.

Fifteen years and three kids later, Barry is still working for Malvern. His exceptional engineering work has earned him several pay 
increases and promotions, but he has never had the opportunity to pursue his early dreams of earning a graduate degree and 
growing into a management role. He longs to move away from field service engineering and toward product development, a move 
that would require him to take on an unprecedented level of leadership and responsibility.

Now that their kids are in school full-time, Cindy has returned to work as a nurse, giving Barry the financial means to put his career 
on hold to earn a graduate degree. They have no interest in moving their family, so they need a graduate program within reasonable 
driving distance from their Los Angeles home.



KNOW  
THY 

AUDIENCE



6Audience-driven
decisions we made

during the redesign to
keep this audience

top-of-mind

@vispoint    |   @JohnsHopkinsEP
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1Global Navigation  
& Program Listings 

We have a very short window of time to  
engage our audience

AUDIENCE-DRIVEN DECISION
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0.0

1.0 2.0

ep.jhu.edu

Programs & Courses Admissions & Financial Aid

Admissions

Tuition & Fees

Financial Aid

Frequently Asked Questions

Recruitment Schedule

Information Sessions

3.0

Academic Services

Student Services

Other Services

-  Disability Support Services

-  Graduation Information

-  Tech Support

     -  Frequently Asked Questions

     -  Graduation Application

     -  How to Log in to JHED

     -  Updating Your JHED Information

-  Career and Wellness Services

-  Student Health Insurance 

-  Student Comment Box

-  JHED Instructional Guide

New Student Orientation

4.0 About Us

Message from the Dean

Leadership

Faculty Directory

News & Media

Locations

Teach for Us

Contact Us

-  Applied Biomedical Engineering

-  Applied and Computational Mathematics

-  Applied Physics

-  Bioinformatics

-  Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering

-  Civil Engineering

-  Climate Change, Energy, and Env. Sustainability

-  Computer Science

-  Cybersecurity

-  Electrical and Computer Engineering

-  Engineering Management

-  Environmental Engineering

-  Environmental Engineering and Science

-  Environmental Planning and Management

-  Information Systems Engineering

-  Materials Science and Engineering

-  Mechanical Engineering

-  Space Systems Engineering

-  Systems Engineering

-  Technical Management

Related Links

-  Academic Services

-  Course Catalog (pdf)

-  STEM Education Program

Programs

Course Descriptions

- Online

- Online and On-Site

- On-Site

Program Pathways

-  Admissions Requirements

-  Forms

-  International Students

-  Proficiency Exams

     -  Discrete Mathematics

     -  Programming Language

     -  Data Structures

     -  Computer Organization

-  STEM Education Program

-  Academic Calendar

     -  Refund Schedule

-  Academic Regulations

-  Ordering Textbooks

-  Course Planning

     -  Degree Audit

     -  Schedule Planning Information

     -  Register for Classes

-  Advising

     -  Computer Science

     -  Cybersecurity

     -  Information Systems Engineering

     -  Systems Engineering

-  Stories and Features

-  Program News

-  Press Releases

-  Videos

-  Information for the Media

-  Logos and Templates

-  Applied Physics Laboratory

-  Crystal City Center

-  Dorsey Student Services Center

-  Homewood Campus

-  Montgomery County Campus

-  Southern Maryland Higher Education Center

-  University Center of Northeastern Maryland

-  Online Education State Authorization

-  Student Right to Know

Landing Page with content highlighting the

online program experience. Should include 

screenshots, video, etc.

Online Resources  (Promos)

-  Tech Support

-  Blackboard

-  International Student Info

-  Schedule of Online Courses

Related Links

-  Ordering Transcripts

-  View Grades or Bill in ISIS

Related Links

-  View Grades or Bill in ISIS

Related Links

-  Attend an Information Session

-  Watch an Information Session Video

-  Johns Hopkins Engineering Magazine

Related Links

-  Online Programs

Online Learning

Course Schedule Search

Policies & Certifications

Quick Facts

-  About the Associate Dean

Program Goals









2Program-Specific Pages 
Make it so they can compare apples to apples

AUDIENCE-DRIVEN DECISION
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Personal Profile
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increases and promotions, but he has never had the opportunity to pursue his early dreams of earning a graduate degree and 
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Now that their kids are in school full-time, Cindy has returned to work as a nurse, giving Barry the financial means to put his career 
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3Branded, Yet Tailored 
Visual Design 

Leveraging the Hopkins brand while 
making them feel at home

AUDIENCE-DRIVEN DECISION
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An optimal user experience for all  devices.   

Our audience is constantly on the move.

AUDIENCE-DRIVEN DECISION
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“at home” or on the go
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Serve content in easily consumable chunks  

and speak their language
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growing into a management role. He longs to move away from field service engineering and toward product development, a move 
that would require him to take on an unprecedented level of leadership and responsibility.

Now that their kids are in school full-time, Cindy has returned to work as a nurse, giving Barry the financial means to put his career 
on hold to earn a graduate degree. They have no interest in moving their family, so they need a graduate program within reasonable 
driving distance from their Los Angeles home.
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Six Audience-Driven Decisions
> Global Navigation & Program Listings

> Our audience generally knew what they wanted. Capture them quickly. 

> Program-Specific Pages
> Enabling an “apples to apples” comparison in a structured experience. 

> Branded, Yet Tailored Visual Design
> Leveraging the Johns Hopkins brand, but tailoring it to appeal to professional engineers and 

scientists

> Make it Responsive
> Meeting our audience where they live. 

> Content 
> Serving content in “chunks” and really speaking their language.

> Calls To Action
> Deepening our audience’s engagement with EP, one targeted CTA at a time. 
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Personas
University of California  Santa Barbara  

Elizabeth
The Economics Major

B.S. in Economics from the University of Southern California
Los Angeles, Calif.
Age 22
Single

Personal Profile
While Elizabeth chose economics as her major at the University of Southern California, her faculty advisors insist she could have been 
a 4.0 student in any field of her choice. Smart, driven, and exceptionally talented, Elizabeth discovered her interest in engineering 
when, as a junior, she entered an entrepreneurial competition hosted by USC’s Viterbi School of Engineering. Having never worked 
with engineers or technologists, Elizabeth recruited an interdisciplinary team of young engineering, science and business students in 
developing a business plan for a new clinical technology venture, a project that won them the competition’s top prize and helped two 
of her team members land their first jobs out of school.

Now a senior at USC, Elizabeth has landed a competitive internship at Hatch Mott MacDonald, a civil engineering company in Los 
Angeles. Her supervisors are impressed with her talent and potential, especially since the quality of her work is already outstripping 
that of several of the company’s entry-level engineers. All signs indicate that she has a bright future. For her part, Elizabeth expects 
to climb the ladder quickly into a lucrative management role, and she knows that earning a graduate degree as soon as possible will 
catapult her more quickly toward that goal.

Elizabeth is aware of UCSB’s stellar College of Engineering, though she has not yet heard of the MTM program. She has always 
expected that she’d eventually earn a master’s degree, but the opportunity to move straight from college into an intensive master’s 
program that would hone her management skills and set her apart in the job market would be quite compelling.

Barry
The Biomedical Engineer

B.S. in Biomedical Engineering from University of California, San Diego
Los Angeles, Calif.
Senior Field Service Engineer at Malvern Instruments, Inc.
Age 37
Married

Personal Profile
When Barry graduated from UC San Diego with his B.S. in Biomedical Engineering, he was thrilled to land a position as a field service 
technician with a biomedical technology company in Los Angeles, Malvern Instruments. His five year plan was to gain some valuable 
work experience, return to graduate school for his M.E.M., and build a career in engineering management. Shortly after graduating, 
though, he and his new wife Cindy got pregnant with their first child, and Barry’s priorities shifted toward paying the bills and 
providing for his growing family.

Fifteen years and three kids later, Barry is still working for Malvern. His exceptional engineering work has earned him several pay 
increases and promotions, but he has never had the opportunity to pursue his early dreams of earning a graduate degree and 
growing into a management role. He longs to move away from field service engineering and toward product development, a move 
that would require him to take on an unprecedented level of leadership and responsibility.

Now that their kids are in school full-time, Cindy has returned to work as a nurse, giving Barry the financial means to put his career 
on hold to earn a graduate degree. They have no interest in moving their family, so they need a graduate program within reasonable 
driving distance from their Los Angeles home.
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“GREAT Presentation!” 



Thank you!

Like what you saw? 
Subscribe to eduInsights and receive a copy of this presentation 
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